
 

 

Sponsorship Levels 

The Try Sponsor - $5,000 

In rugby, a try is scored when a player is able to break away and touch the ball down in the in-goal area scoring 5 

points for the team, making a significant impact in the game. We signify our top donors as our Try Sponsors because 

of the significant impact they make to the efforts of our foundation and what we are able to accomplish in the 

community. 

The Conversion Sponsor - $2,000 

In rugby, the conversion kick adds the possibility of scoring 2 more points after the try, making a significant 

difference in the points possible for each try. We signify our sponsors contributing $2,000 as the Conversion Sponsor 

because of the added difference they make because of their generosity. 

The Lineout Sponsor - $1,000 

In rugby, a lineout occurs after the ball has gone out of bounds and play has stopped. A player from one team 

throws the ball down the middle of a tunnel, beginning play again. We signify our sponsors contributing $1,000 as a 

Lineout Sponsor because their contributions help us “keep the ball in play”. 

The Maul Sponsor - $750 

In rugby, a maul occurs when a player who is holding the ball is held by one or more opponents, and one or more of 

the ball-carrier’s teammates bind on the ball carrier. All of the players involved are on their feet moving toward a 

goal line. We signify our sponsors contributing $750 as a Maul Sponsor because they help hold us up and push us to 

our goals. 

The Ruck Sponsor - $500 

In rugby, a ruck is when one or more players from each team close around a ball which on the ground and compete 

for possession of the ball. We signify our sponsors contributing $500 as a Ruck Sponsor because they help us close in 

and take possession of those dreams we wish to accomplish. 

The Scrum Sponsor - $250 

In rugby, a scrum is a contest for the ball involving eight players who bind together and push against the other 

team’s assembled eight for possession of the ball. This play involves many team members working together. We 

signify our sponsors contributing $250 as a Scrum Sponsor because working together as a team with a common goal 

in mind we can accomplish great things. 

All sponsors will receive recognition at all events held throughout the year. Sponsors logo or individual name will be prominently displayed 

on a banner at all events, as well as on the GSMF website. Sponsorships will also be recognized on social media posts of the foundation. 

(Size of the logo or individual name decreases with the varying sponsorship levels.) We greatly appreciate all sponsorships and donations 

because we could not do what we do without YOU!!! 

Contact Christi Soileau - gsmf.rugby@gmail.com, 832-623-3286 OR Steve Soileau 346-262-3427 

 with questions or to become a GSMF Partner. 

The Garrett Soileau Memorial Foundation is a non-profit 501(c)(3) public charity and  

all donations are tax deductible. 

 


